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12 men and four women setting out from Natal to court impri-
sonment at Volksrust.
The movement is spreading. There are already in gaol 35
passive resisters—a larger number than when the two previous
campaigns started or when the provisional settlement of 1911
resulted in a suspension of passive resistance. Numbers of
men and women are coming forward daily to seek arrest. Seve-
ral of the women have taken their babies with them, as they have
not yet been weaned or are incapable of being looked after
otherwise. Arrest is courted by crossing the border or by hawk-
ing without licences or by refusing to show licences or permits, or
by breaking other civil laws which do not involve a breach of the
moral law. The Free State border is left untouched, as there is
no desire to inflame public opinion so far as it can be avoided,
and there is every desire to show that Indians wish to respect
the Free State prejudice. The movement will also consist in
advising indentured Indians to suspend work until the £3 tax
is removed. The indentured Indians will not be invited to join
the general struggle. On the strength of the promise made to
Mr. Gokhale, and which promise was brought to the notice of the
House of Lords by Lord Ampthill, these men were assured by
Indian leaders, at meetings of thousands, that the tax would be
repealed during the last session of Parliament. Meetings in support
of the claims of the passive resisters have been held at Cape Town,
Port Elizabeth, East London, Woodstock, Durban, .Maritzburg,
Tongaat, Verulam, and Johannesburg (representing all the princi-
pal towns in the Transvaal), and similar meetings are being held
at other centres.
the way to grant relief
If the Government wish to.grant relief, fresh legislation will
be necessary only on the marriage and the £3 tax questions. All
other points are capable of easy adjustment without legislation.
The marriage difficulty can be solved by a brief amendment of
the Immigration Act without in any way interfering with the
general marriage law of the Union.
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